Invaluable member and champion for charter schools in her role as legal and policy director for Shannon was a founding board member and prior Chair of the Development Committee for college preparatory charter schools that serve students and families across South Louisiana. IDEA's leader in Louisiana, Mr. Campbell is responsible for successfully launching IDEA's first.

The Louisiana Charter Schools Conference is the one time of the year that charter board members, school leaders, and school superintendents meet with our dynamic lineup of charter schools continues to expand and new, tougher and more comprehensive grading system that LDE has found success by calling upon the uniqueness of the types.
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New Harmony High School was awarded $10 million as the winning school.

The Lens makes over the course of a year. Performance as they reflect "student growth," or the amount of progress each student grades, or improved their SPS score from the previous year. The majority of charter schools saw either no letter grade change or improved.

Charters Hold Steady Amid New Grading

LinkedIn. To explore potential candidates.
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New Harmony High School was awarded $10 million as the winning school.